Two and a half of inside and outside

Yi Yunyi's solo exhibition A Round Turn and Two Half-Hitches presents five of her mesmerizing
video works, filled with stories and a diverse range of images. However, the components of the
exhibition do not necessarily share identical narratives. The fragmented but provoking stories and
disparate images that the artist presents are harmonized through repetition and the act of recitation. In
other words, each memory contained within each video is represented by the quilting together of
corresponding pieces with their own colors and patterns; these pieces are closely related to one
another and subsequently constitute an entity. There are various symbolic objects on display
throughout her exhibition, namely a piano, a blue dress, a knife, a spoon, a fork, a green card, and a
Benjamin tree. These objects are concrete yet tangible elements that reference Yi Yunyi’s internal
concerns. In addition, the artist reveals these idiosyncratic quilts through fabricated and expanded
stories transported inside from the outside world, or through private happenings that she herself has
brought to bear. These stories of hers, apart from reflecting her own private histories, represent
fairytales that one may have experienced in the past.

1
A Journal of the Lesson with an Eagle
- Meet me at the Eagle The girl wears multiple masks. She is a raven with dirty hands. She then becomes a king who begs for
stories from the raven woman. She is in fact an artist, called Yi Yunyi, whose early wishful dreams of
being a ballerina failed. The masks that she wears were given to her when she left the piano booth
after her piano teacher slapped her on the hand. Even though everything might belong to her, at this
particular moment she verbalizes phrases such as 'Let stories take us on a trip' or 'Tell me. We will
make it', and nothing turns out to be of her own possession. She will soon confront a gigantic organ,
freed from the masks she had previously worn. She no longer serves to be the broken accordion, the
woman with the king's cape who teases the harmonium, the ballerina being connected to an IV, nor
the raven that flees from the piano booth. Staring at the gigantic and intimidating organ, she might
have thought, ‘Maybe I just need another pair of hands. / Thus, learning an instrument is better late
than never’. She will now learn during her time in front of the bronze statue of an eagle. Looking at
the organ and keeping time with the music, the raven woman dances her swaying steps. They are
decent steps.

2
Pieces of Iron Sailing over the Blue Continent
- Knife, Spoon, Fork The blue dress. Your own island that no one else can reach. However, again, the blue space that you
neither know nor have ever experienced. ‘Not really sure whether I can recall it.’ However, the blue
island that once haunted you with unforgettable, dominating, asymmetrical memories, when you did
not draw any links between the memories of your birthday and our first date. ‘I remember it. Perhaps
because I saw pictures of it.’ Perhaps. Your blue dress conceals a knife, a spoon and a fork. The knife
will choke you and the spoon will reveal the awkwardness and the freshness after the Day of

Atonement. The fork under the clouds, remaining in the present, will tell you when you are dancing
and laugh like the rocks. Your blue dress, your Blue Island. Until they become approachable through
your gigantic lenses. Until the scary knife that you are armed with is gently tamed. Until the spoon in
your mouth becomes a kind dumb. Until the fork on your right silently guides the knife and the spoon
on your left onto its own path.

A task called as Maya
- Maya (not that) Maya, not that. But it is something you will know at the end. There are five young men on the top of
the world tree. One plays a song with an instrument and the other four, spinning round from North to
South, start to jump from the crown of the world tree. Maya, whose seeds bore the fruits in your
mouth? To where does Maya, with a white flowery ornament, float? Mexico City with two rooms, one
living room, and many dolls. Who reads the poem Prologue for a Flower, by Kim Chunsu? Who is
the dancing woman with a long nose in her red slips? Maya, at the moment one calls her name you
may encounter an old man with long and thin grey hair in the middle of the way. Who is the man who
harshly stabs her pregnant abdomen? What are the thousands of birds with two heads? And what is
the umbrella unfolding towards them? What does all this mean? Who is the woman whose being was
no more than a mere gesture until one spoke her name? Who is this woman? Was everything I saw
through her an illusion or a reality?

A Prayer for the Benjamin
- Wetland, Greencard, Trio So now you do not have anybody to talk to. Your boyfriend, who doesn't have a green card, has to go
to his home country. There is nobody left to listen to your whining and complaining, or to gently rub
your forsaken back. So now you rather decide to have a monologue. You confront a sudden farewell.
'Would I cry? Maybe not. Is it coming from my anger? From hilarity?' You look at the Benjamin tree
that carries the three-year history of you and your boyfriend. You promise yourself you will kill the
tree and cut all the branches after your boyfriend is gone. However, you, with horns around your head,
ramble around the Benjamin tree for three years. As your voice becomes cold, you realize yourself
that you are replanting the Benjamin tree in the ground of a forest. My friends, they will all ask me,
'where is the tree you and your boyfriend used to grow?' Even if soon you relinquish your hold on the
house in which you and your boyfriend stayed, the Benjamin tree still awaits you in the damp forest in
New Jersey.
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Here are a man and a woman. They may be the people who surround us, or they may turn out to be
you and me. This is a love story. A man and a woman, and a dock and a ship. At the dock there was a

farewell. Between the woman who stares at the sea and the man who forgets as soon as he turns away.
He loves you, or loves you not. He hates you, or hates you not. You are missed so much, or not
missed at all. You may recall the drumming sounds that lingered on. Leaving, regretting, gladly
accepting, delightful, tearing up and again, leaving is the story. This is a cheap love story. This is
about the man who keeps orbiting around the revolving door and the woman who endlessly hovers at
the dock. The story of the marching band that never marches. This is your story and an old story of
mine.

